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Abstract

In fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD), brain growth deficiency is a hallmark of

subjects both with fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) and with non-syndromic FASD (NS-

FASD, i.e., those without specific diagnostic features). However, although the cere-

bellum was suggested to be more severely undersized than the rest of the brain, it

has not yet been given a specific place in the FASD diagnostic criteria where neuro-

anatomical features still count for little if anything in diagnostic specificity. We

applied a combination of cerebellar segmentation tools on a 1.5 T 3DT1 brain MRI

dataset from a monocentric population of 89 FASD (52 FAS, 37 NS-FASD) and

126 typically developing controls (6–20 years old), providing 8 volumes: cerebellum,

vermis and 3 lobes (anterior, posterior, inferior), plus total brain volume. After adjust-

ment of confounders, the allometric scaling relationship between these cerebellar vol-

umes (Vi) and the total brain or cerebellum volume (Vt) was fitted (Vi = bVt
a), and the

effect of group (FAS, control) on allometric scaling was evaluated. We then estimated

for each cerebellar volume in the FAS population the deviation from the typical scal-

ing (vDTS) learned in the controls. Lastly, we trained and tested two classifiers to

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; vDTS, deviation from the typical scaling; FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome;

FDR, false discovery rate; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NDD, neurodevelopmental disorders; NS-FASD, non-syndromic FASD; PAE, prenatal alcohol exposure; ROC, receiver operating

characteristic.
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discriminate FAS from controls, one based on the total cerebellum vDTS only, the

other based on all the cerebellar vDTS, comparing their performance both in the FAS

and the NS-FASD group. Allometric scaling was significantly different between FAS

and control group for all the cerebellar volumes (p < .001). We confirmed the excess

of total cerebellum volume deficit (vDTS = �10.6%) and revealed an antero-inferior-

posterior gradient of volumetric undersizing in the hemispheres (�12.4%, 1.1%, 2.0%,

repectively) and the vermis (�16.7%, �9.2%, �8.6%, repectively). The classifier based

on the intracerebellar gradient of vDTS performed more efficiently than the one

based on total cerebellum vDTS only (AUC = 92% vs. 82%, p = .001). Setting a high

probability threshold for >95% specificity of the classifiers, the gradient-based classi-

fier identified 35% of the NS-FASD to have a FAS cerebellar phenotype, compared to

11% with the cerebellum-only classifier (pFISHER = 0.027). In a large series of FASD,

this study details the volumetric undersizing within the cerebellum at the lobar and

vermian level using allometric scaling, revealing an anterior-inferior-posterior gradient

of vulnerability to prenatal alcohol exposure. It also strongly suggests that this intra-

cerebellar gradient of volumetric undersizing may be a reliable neuroanatomical sig-

nature of FAS that could be used to improve the specificity of the diagnosis of

NS-FASD.

K E YWORD S

cerebellum morphometry, diagnostic imaging, fetal alcohol spectrum disorders, fetal alcohol
syndrome, microcephaly, prenatal alcohol exposure, scaling analysis

1 | INTRODUCTION

The clinical consequences of prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) are

grouped under the diagnostic continuum of fetal alcohol spectrum dis-

order (FASD), ranging from the specific form called fetal alcohol syn-

drome (FAS) to nonspecific forms called non-syndromic FASD (NS-

FASD). FASD diagnosis relies on four criteria: growth deficiency, facial

dysmorphia, anatomical (mainly brain growth deficiency) and func-

tional neurological abnormalities, in conjunction with PAE. In NS-

FASD, the physical features of FAS are absent or insufficient, and the

probabilistic diagnosis is based on the combination of compatible neu-

rodevelopmental disorders (NDD) and sufficient PAE. This distinction

and the diagnostic criteria of these two conditions were formalized by

Astley (2004) in the 4-digit diagnostic code, by Hoyme et al. for the

Institute of Medicine (Hoyme et al., 2016) and in the Canadian guide-

lines by Cook et al. (2016). Yet there is still a need for additional

markers particularly to ensure a high likelihood of causal link between

observed NDD and PAE in the absence of FAS, and thus support the

use of the whole diagnosis spectrum, as NS-FASD are still under-

diagnosed.

The most obvious and widely reported consequence of PAE on

the brain is growth deficiency (Archibald et al., 2001; Astley et al.,

2009; Boronat et al., 2017; Nardelli, Lebel, Rasmussen, Andrew, &

Beaulieu, 2011; Rajaprakash, Chakravarty, Lerch, & Rovet, 2014; Roe-

buck, Mattson, & Riley, 1998; Treit et al., 2014; Treit, Jeffery, Beau-

lieu, & Emery, 2020). It can result in microcephaly, a clinical feature

that may (Hoyme et al., 2016), or may not (Astley, 2004; Cook

et al., 2016), be considered a distinct diagnostic criterion. Although

the brain is one of the main targets of alcohol developmental toxicity,

no other neuroanatomical anomaly is specified in the diagnostic

guidelines, let alone used to improve diagnostic certainty. Yet, some

focal anomalies have now been reported in an interestingly high num-

ber of subjects with FAS or FASD, particularly cerebellar anomalies,

initially just described on clinical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

(Astley et al., 2009; Boronat et al., 2017; Treit et al., 2020), and more

recently specified by our team as at least vermian hypoplasia and/or

anterior dysgeneses (Fraize et al., 2022).

MRI-based computational neuroanatomy has enabled the descrip-

tion of damage not identified by the radiologist but significant in

quantitative group analysis, supporting the existence of and further

specifying cerebellar involvement in FASD (Astley et al., 2009; Book-

stein, Streissguth, Connor, & Sampson, 2006; Cardenas et al., 2014;

O'Hare et al., 2005; Sowell et al., 1996). These first studies relied on

small samples and on tools of increasing sophistication to characterize

these abnormalities. Only in one recent study did Sullivan et al. (2020)

implement a comprehensive automated segmentation of the cerebel-

lum (yet without full individualization of anterior segments), in a large

cohort of subjects with FASD, to characterize lower intracerebellar

volume. After linear correction for sex, age and noteworthily brain

size, they showed significantly lower volume of both the anterior part

of the cerebellum and some posterior lobules (VIIIA and X lobules) in

the FASD group compared to controls. Yet, despite a breakthrough in
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cerebellar lesion mapping, no relevant clinical translation of these

average group-level effects was proposed.

Indeed, any clinical application requires the analysis to result not

only in group characterization but in individual assessment. At least, it

should lead to the identification of subjects bearing neuroanatomical

features that are both recurrent and distant enough from a normative

reference to be considered as markers of FASD (such as the FAS clini-

cal features); at best, it should provide a probability of being fetal

alcohol-related. In a previous study, we identified several anomalies

recurrent in FAS from a set of manual clinical-radiological measure-

ments. We proposed to aggregate these multifocal neuroanatomical

features into a composite phenotype to identify subjects with FASD

with improved specificity (Fraize et al., 2022). With the same idea of

multivariate analysis of neuroanatomical features for the discrimina-

tion of subjects with FASD, Little and Beaulieu (Little &

Beaulieu, 2020), recently introduced a machine learning strategy con-

sidering a rather broad brain phenotype: using all supra-tentorial brain

volumes in a classifier, they sought to identify brain regions with the

greatest predictive contribution to FASD diagnosis but without FAS

vs. non-FAS distinction.

In addition to sample size, type of anatomical segmentation or

individualization of analysis, a final pitfall may have limited the success

in identifying useful neuroanatomical markers of FASD: in most stud-

ies, the local size deficits were interpreted by taking global brain size

into account with a linear or even sometimes a strictly proportional

(ratio) model (Astley et al., 2009). Yet the relevance of the power law

to describe the phenomena associated with brain size variations (scal-

ing), especially age-independent size polymorphism, is well advocated

(Bookstein et al., 2006; de Jong et al., 2017; Germanaud et al., 2012;

Liu, Johnson, Long, Magnotta, & Paulsen, 2014). This scaling model

allows for variation in shape and proportions with brain size (allome-

tric scaling), including the strictly proportional model as a special case

(isometric scaling with scaling exponent = 1). Even more, it has been

shown that not using an allometry-sensitive model could be mislead-

ing in the case of pronounced size effects (Germanaud et al., 2014;

Toro et al., 2009). In the general population, the cerebellum has been

shown to scale with very negative allometry with brain size, that is,

larger brains have relatively smaller cerebellums (de Jong et al., 2017;

Warling et al., 2021). This nonlinear size effect should be considered

in any comparison between FASD versus typically developing individ-

uals, where brain size ranges only partially overlap, to interpret the

volume variations of affected subjects according to the typical scaling

of controls.

In this study, we searched for volumetric abnormalities in the cer-

ebellum, vermis, and their lobar sub-parts, in FASD individuals com-

pared with typically developing controls, taking into account the

allometric cerebellar scaling, so as to exploit the detailed profile of

cerebellar and intracerebellar anomalies to better characterize sub-

jects with FASD. After proper anatomical segmentation, the scaling

laws of the cerebellar volume (as a function of total brain volume) and

each of its sub-volumes (as a function of the cerebellar volume) were

estimated in the typically developing group, to be compared to the

scaling laws estimated in the FASD group, but mostly to serve as

references to evaluate the deviation from typical scaling of these vol-

umes in each subject with FASD. This normative-like approach aimed

at both estimating a comprehensive profile of cerebellar volumetric

undersizing, identifying the regions more or less affected by the global

cerebral or cerebellar volume deficit, and providing individual profiles

to be integrated in a logistic classifier of FAS versus typically develop-

ing controls. Lastly, we estimated the effectiveness of this FAS versus

control classifier, and particularly whether it could help identify a sig-

nificant subgroup of subjects with NS-FASD with a FAS-like cerebellar

pattern.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Eighty-nine consecutive subjects with FASD, aged 6 to 20 years, were

retrospectively included from a clinical series of patients attending the

NDD-dedicated child neurology consultation at Robert-Debré Univer-

sity Hospital (RD) between 2014 and 2020. FASD diagnostic was

establish using the two main guidelines (Astley, 2004; Hoyme

et al., 2016) and a full differential diagnosis work-up was completed,

including a systematic brain MRI. Individuals prenatally exposed to

another embryo-fetotoxic agent were not included, nor were those

who explicitly refused to participate in the study (see details in supple-

mentary material Figure A.1). Subjects with FASD were split into two

groups: the syndromic or FAS (including partial FAS) and the non-

syndromic or NS-FASD. We evaluated the concordance (Cohen's

kappa coefficient, ĸ) of between-group assignment using one or the

other guideline. This cohort and the diagnostic procedure have

already been described in a previous study (Fraize et al., 2022). Clini-

cal and radiological characteristics of the 52 subjects with FAS

(58.4%) and the 37 subjects with NS-FASD (41.6%) are detailed in

Table 1.

One hundred and twenty-six typically developing subjects, aged

6 to 20 years, with no report of PAE, developmental delay or family

history of neurological or psychiatric condition (1st degree) were

included for comparison (supplementary material Figure A.1 and

Table A.1). A subgroup of 40 subjects was matched with the FASD

group for the acquisition site (MRI scanner and sequence) as part of a

research program on autism in the RD Psychiatry Department. Other

typically developing subjects were part of previously published studies

(Bouyeure et al., 2018; Germanaud et al., 2014).

There were no significant differences in the control group com-

pared to the FASD group for sex (50.8% vs. 58.4% of male respec-

tively, p = .334) and age at MRI (12.08 vs.11.32 years of age

respectively, p = .116).

2.2 | Ethics statement

This study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the

Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects' data were studied in accordance

FRAIZE ET AL. 3
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with French regulation (MR-004, declaration of conformity

n�2059980v0), following approval by the Paris-Saclay research ethics

committee (CER-Paris-Saclay-2020-094). Controls' data were used

within the framework of the ethical authorizations of the primary

studies (Gene and autism, Inserm C07-33, 08-029 and 11-008).

2.3 | MRI acquisition

For both subjects with FASD and site-matched controls, MRI acquisi-

tions were performed in the Department of Pediatric Radiology of RD

Hospital at 1.5 T (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Amsterdam, the

Netherlands) with a 3DT1 FFE-TFE sequence (1 mm isotropic;

TR = 8.2 ms; TE = 3.8 ms; TI = 0.8 s; Flip = 8�; SENSE = 2). Another

group of controls was acquired at the Frédéric Joliot Hospital (SHFJ,

CEA-Saclay) at 1.5 T (Signa, GE Heathcare, Milwaukee, US) with a

3DT1 GE FSPGR sequence (1 � 1 � 1.2 mm; TR = 9.9 ms;

TE = 2 ms; TI = 0.6 s; Flip = 10�) and a third one on a 3 T (Siemens

Trio, Siemens Healthineers, Oxford, UK) at NeuroSpin (NS, CEA-

Saclay) with a 3DT1 Siemens MPRAGE sequence (1 mm isotropic;

TR = 2.3 s; TE = 3 ms; TI = 0.9 s; Flip = 9�; GRAPPA 2). A visual

quality check was systematically performed (Justine Fraize and David

Germanaud) to exclude images of insufficient quality (detailed in sup-

plementary material Figure A.1).

2.4 | MRI processing and cerebellar segmentation

We applied the automated segmentation of the cerebellum into lob-

ules proposed by CERES (Romero et al., 2017), in volBrain (http://

volbrain.upv.es, Manj�on & Coupé, 2016). CERES is based on multi-

atlas label fusion, known to minimize labelling errors due to inaccurate

affine or non-linear registration. CERES has proven its superiority over

other methods (Carass et al., 2018) but does not individualize the ver-

mis. Thus, we also extracted the mask of the vermis from the single

individual reference “Scalable Brain Atlas” (Bakker, Tiesinga, &

TABLE 1 Demographic, clinical, radiological data of subjects with FASD.

FAS (n = 52) NS-FASD (n = 37) FASD groups comparison (p-value)

Sociodemographic assessment

Sex: male, n (%) 27 (51.9) 25 (67.6) .209

Age at MRI, mean in years (SD) 10.93 (3.57) 11.88 (3.55) .219

Clinical assessment, n (%)

(1) Prenatal alcohol exposure

4.Confirmed, severe 21 (40.4) 16 (43.2) .959

3.Confirmed, moderate or unquantified 26 (50.0) 19 (51.1) 1.000

2.Not documented 5 (9.6) 2 (5.4) .748

1.No exposure 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) –

(2) FAS facial features

4.Severe 31 (59.6) 2 (5.4) <.001

3.Moderate 21 (40.3) 1 (2.7) <.001

2.Mild 0 (0.0) 30 (81.1) <.001

1.None 0 (0.0) 4 (10.8) .057

(3) Growth deficiency

4.Significant 19 (36.5) 3 (8.1) .005

3.Moderate 11 (21.2) 2 (5.4) .077

2.Mild 9 (17.3) 9 (24.3) .586

1.None 13 (25.0) 23 (62.2) .001

Brain anatomy

(4) Structural central nervous system damage 40 (76.9) 19 (51.4) .290

Head circumference (smallest known)

(4) ≤ � 2 SD: microcephaly 34 (65.4) 13 (35.1) .009

Diagnostic agreement with revised Institute of

Medicine Guidelines

50 (96.2) 33 (89.2)

Cohen's Kappa coefficient ĸ = 0.86

Note: In bold, p-values <0.05.

Abbreviations: FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; NS-FASD, non-syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; SD, standard

deviation.

4 FRAIZE ET AL.
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Kötter, 2015) and for each subject, we applied SUIT (Diedrichsen, Bal-

sters, Flavell, Cussans, & Ramnani, 2009), a spatial normalization tool

optimized for the cerebellum, to perform a mono-atlas segmentation

based on our high-resolution atlas of the vermis. Then we merged the

mask of the vermis with the CERES segmentation in each subject

space. We extended the lobules' “cortical” labels in the deep cerebel-

lum by applying a Voronoi front propagation algorithm available in the

Morphologist software suite (BrainVISA) (https://brainvisa.info). We

finally combined lobules to obtain sub-volumes, according to Schmah-

mann's anatomical description (Schmahmann et al., 1999) and merged

the right and left sides, providing eight volumes and sub-volumes: the

whole cerebellum, whole vermis and their subdivisions into anterior,

posterior, and inferior lobes (hereinafter referred to as anterior, poste-

rior and inferior hemisphere or vermis). All steps were followed by a

visual quality check and manual corrections of obvious errors of seg-

mentation (Figure 1). The total brain volume was obtained by volBrain

(Manj�on & Coupé, 2016).

2.5 | Statistical analysis

The statistics were computed using the R software (R Foundation for

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Subject characteristics and

volumes were analyzed using proportion test or independent samples

t-tests. For each analysis step, p-values were corrected to achieve a

false discovery rate (FDR) of 5% (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

2.5.1 | Adjusting for confounders

Raw volumes were corrected for confounders (site, sex, age) using

ComBat (Fortin et al., 2018) based on an empirical Bayes method for

correction of batch effects (Johnson, Li, & Rabinovic, 2007). We

sequentially corrected for site (RD, SHFJ, NS) then for sex, integrating

into the model correction sex, age (quadratic effect) and diagnostic

(FASD, control) as covariates to be spared. The residual effect of age

was no longer significant and was not corrected. In a robustness post-

hoc analysis, we performed all analyses described below with the raw

unadjusted data.

2.5.2 | Evaluating the effect of FAS on scaling

We performed scaling analyses modeling both the effect of brain size

on the cerebellar volume, and at the cerebellar scale, the effect of cer-

ebellum size (total cerebellum volume) on the cerebellar sub-volumes.

We used a non-linear power law that accounts for allometric effects,

i.e. the variation of proportion with size by comparison with a strictly

F IGURE 1 Cerebellar segmentation pipeline.

FRAIZE ET AL. 5
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proportional relationship called isometry (Bookstein et al., 2006; de

Jong et al., 2017; Germanaud et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014). To assess

this scaling relationship between cerebellar volumes (Vi) and total vol-

ume (Vt = total brain or cerebellum volume), we fitted Vi = bVt
a, in

the FAS and the control groups, after log-linearization (log10 Vi = a

log10 Vt + log10b). Scaling coefficients ‘a’ in the FAS (aFAS) and control

(aControls) groups were compared to 1, to determine whether the fit

was different from isometry. We evaluated the effect of FAS diagno-

sis on allometric laws by comparing nested models with and without a

FAS diagnosis covariate (log10 Vi = a log10 Vt + aFAS FAS

log10Vt + log10b + FAS log10bFAS) with a Wald test. We also esti-

mated the determination coefficient R2 of the global model and its dif-

ference with the model with the FAS diagnosis covariate δR2.

2.5.3 | Quantifying the degree of volumetric
undersizing in FASD compared to control

Using the scaling model fitted in the typically developing group as a

reference, we established the individual deviations from the predicted

value for each subject (FAS, NS-FASD and controls). As a metric of

this deviation, we proposed a “deviation from typical scaling” (vDTS),

which corresponds to the distance from the typical/reference scaling

prediction, relative to the mean volume of the controls, as vDTS =

(Vobserved – Vnorm)/Vcontrol. For the sake of neuroanatomical clarity, we

mapped the vDTS values with a color scale on the cerebellar segmen-

tation of selected subjects.

To perform normative analysis, vDTS and confidence intervals

were evaluated in the FAS group taking into account both the vari-

ance of the estimation of the reference model in controls and the vari-

ance of the FAS observations with two embedded bootstrap

resamplings (n = 1000). We established the distribution of the mean

difference between the vDTS in the control (≈0 expected) and in the

FAS group in a total of 106 bootstrapped observations. The propor-

tion of observations in which the null hypothesis (controls-FAS ≠ 0,

α = 5%) was rejected among the bootstrapped observations enabled

calculation of the p-value. The differences between each sub-part of

the cerebellum were investigated two-by-two by estimating if the dis-

tribution of their difference in vDTS included 0 or not.

2.5.4 | Classifying the subjects with FASD

Based on vDTS, we fitted logistic regression models to estimate the

probability of belonging to the FAS group. We built two nested

models, the first using only the vDTS of the cerebellum (cerebellum-

only classifier) and the second adding the six cerebellar sub-volumes

vDTS (gradient-based classifier). The benefit of adding the intracere-

bellar vDTS to the classifier was tested successively in several ways.

First, the fitting quality of the logistic regressions was tested by using

the Wald test and comparing both the Akaike information criterion

(AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Then the inherent

performance of the classifiers was evaluated in the whole FAS

+ control population by computing the area under the receiver oper-

ating characteristic (ROC) curves (AUCglobal) and comparing them with

the DeLong method (DeLong, DeLong, & Clarke-Pearson, 1988). As

our aim was to obtain a classifier able to improve the diagnosis likeli-

hood, we decided that the specificity ought to be high, thus we set

the one-decimal threshold probability for a diagnostic prediction of

FAS to achieve a specificity >95% at least, in both classifiers used in

the whole population. Second, to further assess the performance of

each classifier, we performed a 5-fold cross-validation

(Mosteller, 1968). Over the five validation folds, we estimated the

mean of the performance criteria (AUCCV) and of both effective speci-

ficity and accuracy under the previously defined diagnosis threshold.

Finally, each high-specificity classifier (cerebellum-only and

gradient-based classifiers) fitted in the whole population was

applied to the FAS and NS-FASD populations to estimate and

compare the proportion of subjects classified as FAS on neuroana-

tomical features only, that is to say for subjects with NS-FASD

those showing a FAS-like cerebellar or intracerebellar profile

of vDTS.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Mean volume comparison between groups

Group of subjects with FAS or NS-FASD showed lower raw (data not

shown) and adjusted volumes (total brain, total cerebellum, and all cer-

ebellar sub-parts) compared to the control group (Figure 2). The vol-

umes in NS-FASD group were intermediate between controls and

FAS groups.

3.2 | Cerebellar scaling analysis: Accounting for
the brain size effect

3.2.1 | Reference scaling laws in controls

In controls, the global scaling of the cerebellum volume relative to the

total brain volume showed the expected strong negative allometry

(acontrol = 0.40, p < .001), illustrated in Figure 3a. Relative to the cere-

bellum volume, the intracerebellar scaling of the sub-parts was not

significantly different from isometry (a ≈ 1), except for the posterior

vermis (acontrol = 0.62, p = .034) (Figure 3).

3.2.2 | Effect of FAS on cerebellar scaling laws

In the FAS group, the global scaling of the cerebellum volume relative

to the total brain volume was isometric (i.e., proportional, aFAS = 1.02,

p = .899). The intracerebellar scaling analysis showed positive allome-

try for the anterior hemispheres (aFAS = 1.38; p = .013) and its vermis

(aFAS = 2.05; p < .001), negative allometry for the posterior hemi-

spheres (aFAS = 0.86; p = .001) and isometry for the inferior
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hemispheres (aFAS = 1.08; p = .279). Some of the vermis sub-volumes

exhibited a different scaling from that of their corresponding hemi-

spheres: isometry for the posterior vermis (aFAS = 1.18; p = .237) and

positive allometry for the inferior vermis (aFAS = 1.51; p < .001).

The effect of FAS diagnosis as a covariate on the scaling exponent

was significant for every volume and sub-volume (pDIAG <0.05) (Figure 3).

3.3 | Normative analysis: Undersized volumes
in FAS

In FAS, the cerebellum showed an excessively small volume relative to

the whole brain one, an undersizing that did not distribute equally

between cerebellar sub-volumes. The “deviation from typical scaling”
(vDTS) was used to quantify the degree of volumetric undersizing con-

sidering what would be expected from the law established in controls.

The cerebellar volume was 10.6% smaller than expected considering

the cerebral volume (Table 2). Within the cerebellum, a gradient of severity

was identified: the vDTS was largely negative in the anterior hemispheres

(�12.4%, p < .001), null in the inferior (1.1%, p = .657) and positive in the

posterior hemispheres (+2.0%, p = .010). Thus, there was an anterior-infe-

rior-posterior gradient of severity of volume restriction in the hemispheres.

The vermis was smaller than expected (�11.6%; p < .001) and this under-

sizing followed the same decreasing anterior-inferior-posterior gradient

(�16.7%, �9.2%, �8.6%, p < .001) (Table 2). The vDTS were significantly

different two-by-two (p < .001), except the posterior vermis with the

inferior vermis (p = .355) and the posterior hemispheres with the inferior

hemispheres (p = .273). The average antero-infero-posterior gradient

identified in subjects with FAS is shown using a colored scale on a subject

with FAS's cerebellar segmentation (Figure 4C).

3.4 | Cerebellar-based classifiers

3.4.1 | Classification efficiency: Subjects with FAS
versus typically developing controls

The logistic model including the six intracerebellar vDTS was signifi-

cantly more efficient in explaining the diagnostic status (FAS or con-

trol) than the one based on the cerebellar vDTS only (pWALD <0.001,

lower AIC and BIC).

The ROC curves established for the two classifiers were used to

define the AUCglobal and the classifier including the intracerebellar

vDTS (gradient-based classifier) was found to perform better than the

one based on the cerebellum vDTS only (cerebellum-only classifier)

(AUCglobal = 92% vs. 82%, p < .001). The final threshold probability

for a specificity of FAS prediction of at least >95% was 0.7 for both

classifiers used in the whole population.

The five-fold cross-validation confirmed the higher AUC for the

gradient-based classifier (AUCCV = 91% vs. 83%). The estimated accu-

racy was also improved by the adjunction of the intracerebellar vDTS

(84% vs. 77%) (Figure 5).

F IGURE 2 Cerebral and cerebellar adjusted volumes for control, FAS and NS-FASD groups. (a) Total brain, (b) total cerebellum, (c) cerebellar
hemispheres, (d) vermis and its sub-parts volumes. NS-FASD, non-syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder. The difference between FASD and
controls groups was significant for all the volumes (**** for p < .01).
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3.4.2 | Application to the NS-FASD population

The two classifiers trained in the FAS and control samples with the clas-

sification threshold set for high diagnostic specificity (>95%) correctly

classified 27% and 60% of subjects with FAS respectively (Figure 6a).

The use of the gradient-based classifier resulting in a 33% increase in

well-classified subjects with FAS. When applied to the NS-FASD sample,

the classifier including intracerebellar vDTS identified 13 NS-FASD (35%)

F IGURE 3 Brain scaling charts of
cerebellar volumes with total brain
volume (a) and cerebellar scaling charts
of cerebellar sub-volumes with total
cerebellum volume (B to H), in the FAS
group (red) compared to the control
group (black). NS-FASD represented in
orange. Bottom left: Scaling coefficients
aFAS/aControls. Top right: Determination

coefficient R2 and δR2, FAS diagnosis
effect (pDIAG). Confidence interval (95%)
of fitted model in the control group in
grey. All p-values are adjusted to achieve
a FDR = 5%.
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as probable FAS, compared to only 4 (11%) on the basis of total cerebel-

lum vDTS alone (pFISHER = 0.027) (see subject E in Figure 4).

4 | DISCUSSION

Our study is the first to compare the allometric variations of cerebellar

lobar and vermian volumes in 126 typically developing controls and

89 subjects with FASD aged 6–20 years. Our results confirm that the

cerebellum is particularly affected by volumetric undersizing in FAS

compared to typically developing subjects and describe an intracere-

bellar gradient of volumetric undersizing from over-impaired vermis

and anterior regions to less affected inferior and posterior ones. Used

as a multidimensional neuroanatomical marker in a logistic classifier,

this gradient is more efficient than the sole cerebellar volume under-

sizing to discriminate FAS from non-FAS healthy controls. Trained in

the FAS and control population, the gradient-based classifier also

TABLE 2 Deviation from typical scaling (vDTS) of cerebellar
volume and sub-volumes, in subjects with FAS, with 95% confidence
interval estimated by bootstrap resampling.

vDTS (%) IC95% p-value

Cerebellum �10.6 [�13.2; �8.1] <.001

Anterior hemispheres �12.4 [�15.4; �9.3] <.001

Posterior hemispheres 2.0 [1.0; 3.0] .010

Inferior hemispheres 1.1 [�0.8; 3.0] .657

Vermis �11.6 [�14.1; �9.1] <.001

Anterior vermis �16.7 [�20.3; �13.1] <.001

Posterior vermis �8.6 [�11.4; �5.9] <.001

Inferior vermis �9.2 [�11.9; �6.4] <.001

Note: Comparison of the FAS and controls vDTS by embedded bootstrap

resampling. All p-values are adjusted to achieve a FDR = 5%, in bold p-

values <0.05.

F IGURE 4 Mapping the “deviation from typical scaling” (vDTS) in selected subjects. (a) Control subject close to the norm (almost null vDTS).
(b) Control subject with small cerebellum but without the specific gradient of FAS. (c) Average antero-infero-posterior gradient of Subjects with
FAS (Table 2). (d) Subject with FAS with obvious dysgenesis of the anterior vermis; the typical antero-infero-posterior gradient is amplified.
(e) Subject with NS-FASD with the same typical antero-infero-posterior gradient (classified as FAS). (f) Subject with NS-FASD with a small vermis
for the size of the cerebellum but without the specific gradient (not classified as FAS). Note the similarity of the gradient between C, D, and E.
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identifies more than a third of NS-FASD as having a FAS-like pattern

of intracerebellar volumetric undersizing.

4.1 | Presence and significance of an
intracerebellar gradient of volumetric undersizing in
subjects with FAS/FASD

The historical descriptions of vermis abnormalities in FASD (O'Hare

et al., 2005; Sowell et al., 1996) showed a smaller area of the vermis

than control, on the sagittal midsection (N = 9 subjects with PAE and

N = 21 subjects with PAE and FAS, respectively). Cardenas

et al. (2014) strongly suggested the whole cerebellum and hemispheric

volume to be undersized, taking into account brain size (intracranial

volume) linearly in a small cohort of subjects (N = 11 subjects with

PAE, no correction for multiple comparisons). In a sizeable cohort,

Astley et al. (2009) also highlighted a smaller vermian area, affecting

more severely its anterior part. Despite small sample sizes or some-

times simple tools, these studies already pointed to both anterior

damage of the cerebellar vermis with relative preservation of its pos-

terior part and more severe damage in subjects with FAS than in

“affected” subjects without facial features. In the present study on

89 subjects with FASD (52 FAS), we confirm that the whole cerebel-

lum is smaller than expected in subjects with FAS (�10.6%),

F IGURE 5 Comparison of FAS vs. controls classifiers using either the cerebellar vDTS only (blue) or adding the six intracerebellar vDTS
(green). Left: AIC, BIC and p-value of the Wald test. AUC and p-value of comparison with the DeLong method. Right: ROC curves of each
classifier in the whole sample (solid line) and in the 5-fold cross-validation samples (dotted), mean of the performance indices of the 5-fold cross-
validation with the standard deviation. AIC, Akaike information criterion; AUC, area under the curve; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; DTS,
deviation from typical scaling; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

F IGURE 6 Proportion of FAS (a) and NS-FASD (b) classified as FAS cerebellar phenotype with the cerebellum-only classifier (left, dark color)
and gradient-based classifier (right, dark color), with the classification threshold of 0.7 corresponding to a 95% diagnostic specificity.
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considering non-linear allometric scaling. We also clearly demonstrate

that this volumetric undersizing, compared to what would be

expected on the basis of the controls, is not homogeneously distrib-

uted within the cerebellum between anterior, posterior, and inferior

regions of the vermis and the hemispheres: the most affected regions

are the anterior vermis (�16.7%) then the anterior hemispheres

(�12.4%), but also the rest of the vermis (�11.6% as a whole), while

the inferior and posterior hemispheres are less affected if not rela-

tively preserved respectively (Table 2 and Figure 3). Therefore, we

propose to consider the cerebellar damage as a complex neuroana-

tomical phenotype reflecting an intracerebellar anterior-inferior-

posterior gradient of volumetric undersizing both at the vermian and

hemispheric levels and characterizing the pathologically small cerebel-

lum of subjects with FAS (Figure 4).

This gradient of cerebellar damage is probably the result of a pre-

natal extreme alcohol sensitivity of cerebellar cells. The reasons for

the spatial heterogeneity of damage are to be sought in experimental

science and animal models. A recent review of studies in murine

models (Almeida et al., 2020) confirmed that all developmental stages

of the cerebellum (gliogenesis, cell differentiation, synaptogenesis and

myelination) could be hindered by prenatal ethanol exposure. Studies

of animal models, both murine and ovine, have shown that PAE,

whether occasional or repeated, results in massive loss of Purkinje

cells in the vermis in utero (Idrus & Napper, 2012; Marcussen, Good-

lett, Mahoney, & West, 1994; Nirgudkar, Taylor, Yanagawa, &

Valenzuela, 2016; Sawant et al., 2013), and a lower volume of the ver-

mian lobules, with differences in affected regions depending on the

term at exposure (Nirgudkar et al., 2016; Sawant et al., 2013). How-

ever, these few experiments did not consider the global deficit in size,

nor did they systematically investigate the whole cerebellum. They

were thus unable to show a specifically vermian damage, nor did they

systematically show a more anterior cerebellar damage. One hypothe-

sis, in addition to an overall sensitivity of Purkinje cells, could be a

graduated sensitivity related to differential cell maturation, such as in

the posterior cerebellar hemispheres, which mature earlier and may

be therefore less sensitive to cell loss (Sawant et al., 2013). In human

studies, however, the timing and level of exposure at each stage of

pregnancy, retrospectively and/or by statement, are necessarily

biased or inaccessible, making assumptions about a possible link

illusory.

Understanding the significance of cerebellar damage observed

after PAE also means interrogating the functional consequences to be

expected. FASD subjects have cognitive profiles that variably combine

impairments in cognitive functions (intellectual efficiency, coordina-

tion, language, executive functions, etc.) as well as in emotional regu-

lation, often associated in a complex multidimensional disorder

(Lange, Rovet, Rehm, & Popova, 2017). Interestingly, these NDDs,

although non-specific, could be related to the affective-cognitive cer-

ebellar syndrome described by Schmahmann & Sherman Schmahman

and Sherman (1998) and Schmahmann Schmahmann (2010) and to

the now well-known cognitive role of the cerebellum

(Schmahmann, 2019). A developmental form of this functional syn-

drome has been proposed by some authors (Brossard-Racine &

Limperopoulos, 2016). However, functional studies on the cerebellum

strongly suggest that the “cognitive cerebellum” is mainly located in

the posterior part of the cerebellum, and that the anterior cerebellum

mostly has a motor role (Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009) which is in

apparent contradiction with our observations, but also with those of

Sullivan et al. (2020). Some authors attempted to correlate anatomical

damage with cognitive functioning: O'Hare et al. (2005) found a corre-

lation between the degree of vermis displacement and verbal learning

and memory functioning in subjects with PAE and Sullivan

et al. (2020) found a statistical relationship between lobe VIIb volumes

and intellectual quotient performance and lobe X and verbal perfor-

mance. This is still quite an open field for investigations and in any

case, the cerebral damage—primarily a global brain size deficit—is dif-

fuse in subjects with FASD, so even if this size deficit is heterogenous,

one could hardly expect a unicist structural-functional explanation.

4.2 | Towards the clinical relevance of a cerebellar
signature of FAS

After ascertaining the specificity of this gradient, we were keen to see

whether this identification could be of any clinically relevant use. To

avoid making an obvious redundant statement, it was of course

important for the neuroanatomical anomalies to be independent from

the whole brain growth deficiency, considering allometric phenomena

in the scaling (size effect) analysis (Bookstein et al., 2006; de Jong

et al., 2017; Germanaud et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014). Beyond theoret-

ical concerns, we ensured that the power-law model always fitted the

data at least as well as the strictly proportional model (data not

shown). Overall, we observed a coefficient of determination R2 of at

least 51% (Figure 4), which suggests fair adequacy of the scaling fit. It

can also be noted that while we are the first to describe intracerebel-

lar allometric laws, we confirmed the strong negative allometry of the

whole cerebellum to total brain (a = 0.40 in our control population)

that was previously described in larger healthy cohorts (a = 0.54)

(de Jong et al., 2017; Warling et al., 2021). Lastly, we proved that the

cerebellar and intracerebellar scaling laws were different in controls

and in subjects with FAS for all the cerebellar and intracerebellar vol-

umes (Figure 3).

To move from classical group comparisons towards describing

individual differences with respect to a common reference model

(Marquand et al., 2019; Marquand, Wolfers, Mennes, Buitelaar, &

Beckmann, 2016), we established reference scaling curves similarly to

long-standing growth curves in pediatric medicine (Garel et al., 2011;

Rollins, Collins, & Holden, 2010). We were then able to estimate how

much the observed volumes deviated from the expected ones accord-

ing to the typical scaling laws (“volumetric deviation from typical

scaling,” vDTS) and used these distances in the scaling space as mea-

sures of the undersizing (or oversizing) of cerebellar and intracerebel-

lar volumes in FAS. Our approach to making these deviations relevant

at the individual level consisted less in a directly normative approach

than in the training of a multidimensional classifier on the basis of the

vDTS. In this way, for each subject, we obtained a diagnostic
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probability of presenting with an anatomical cerebellar phenotype of

FAS rather than a typical one. This classification strategy began to

emerge in the field of FASD neuroanatomy and diagnosis (Little &

Beaulieu, 2020) but it has mainly been used as a way to identify brain

areas with a high FASD predictive weight rather than to qualify sub-

jects. Our first step at the individual level was to show that a univari-

ate classification based on total cerebellum vDTS only was already

relevant for discerning FAS from controls (AUCglobal = 82%), consis-

tently with the singular isometric scaling observed in FAS. Moreover,

we showed that the newly identified gradient phenotype provides

valuable additional information to distinguish between FAS and typi-

cally developing subjects, leading to a significant improvement of the

classifier (AUCglobal = 92%, p < .001, +33% of FAS subjects correctly

classified). This result argues for the use of such a multidimensional

cerebellar marker that is not redundant with the whole brain size

anomaly nor with the cerebellum one.

In addition to showing that the multidimensional cerebellar

gradient-based classifier was more effective than the one consider-

ing only the cerebellum, we also wanted to evaluate its applicability

and value at the individual level on subjects with NS-FASD. FASD

imaging studies often report that subjects with non-syndromic

FASD have an intermediate degree of neuroanatomical changes at

the group level (comparison of means) (Archibald et al., 2001;

Astley et al., 2009; Inkelis, Moore, Bischoff-Grethe, & Riley, 2020;

O'Hare et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2020). In our cohort, subjects

with NS-FASD also presented an intermediate severity of impair-

ment (orange dots, Figure 4) in an overlapping range between sub-

jects with FAS and typically developing controls. It was therefore

logical to investigate whether what could be considered a FAS cer-

ebellar signature, or at least a cerebellar morphology strongly sug-

gestive of FAS, in view of the high level of specificity set for the

classification (>95%), was also observed in some subjects with NS-

FASD. We indeed found that the gradient-based classifier tagged

35% of the NS-FASD group as FAS-like (three times more than the

11% tagged with the cerebellum-only classifier). For all these FAS-

like subjects, it seems reasonable to consider that the likelihood of

a causal link with PAE is significantly higher, even in the absence of

a clinical FAS (see subject E in Figure 4).

In current diagnostic procedures (Astley, 2004; Cook et al., 2016;

Hoyme et al., 2016), the neuroanatomical impairments other than

microcephaly that should be taken into account are not clearly listed,

and in any case do not provide an argument for or against a FASD

diagnosis. For subjects with NS-FASD, the link between functional

impairment (NDD) and PAE remains a probabilistic diagnosis, after a

thorough differential diagnosis work-up. Here, we have demonstrated

that a gradient of cerebellar hemispheric and vermian damage can be

used to train an efficient classifier on 178 subjects of which 30% had

a positive specific FAS diagnosis (Astley, 2004). Since this classifier

identified 35% subjects with NS-FASD as having a FAS-like cerebellar

phenotype, we think that it advocates for a more objective and inde-

pendent neuroanatomical FASD diagnosis criterion, in line with what

we proposed in our previous study based on more directly available

radiological-clinical measurements (Fraize et al., 2022). Were they to

be confirmed by other works, these results could provide an additional

diagnostic argument and ease the way to more confident diagnoses in

certain subjects presenting FASD without FAS, and therefore prompt

a larger use of the full spectrum of FASD diagnosis in some medical

communities where a full FAS diagnosis often remains the only

option.

4.3 | Dealing with confounding covariates

For the sake of robustness of the fit of the reference typical scal-

ing laws, we gathered a population of 126 controls from three dif-

ferent acquisition sites (sequence and imager), a third only being

site- and sequence-matched to the FASD group. As expected

(Takao, Hayashi, & Ohtomo, 2011), there was a site bias (see con-

trol group data, supplementary material Table A.1) that we cor-

rected beforehand using a batch effect correcting method (Fortin

et al., 2017). ComBat has proven to be a method superior to other

correction methods, especially for imaging data and when using

logistic regression (Fortin et al., 2018; Horng et al., 2022). How-

ever, to test the robustness of our results (potential loss of infor-

mation, information bias), we performed a full post-hoc analysis on

the raw data set (without correcting for site or sex effect), that

showed very similar results in terms of gradient and reached the

same conclusions on the classifier potential (supplementary mate-

rial Figure A.2).

To be as rigorous and informative as possible, it would have been

interesting to establish differential reference charts for females and

males, since a differential sex effect is expected on volumes (Fan

et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 2020). We chose to privilege the statistical

power provided by a group of 126 controls, that we would have lost

by dividing the number by two. As a first precaution, we ensured that

there was no difference in sex-ratio between the subgroups (Table 1).

Then, we applied the same method of confounders correction as for

the site. In the end, even if this choice of correction possibly erases

informative sex differences, at least the result of the post-hoc analysis

is reassuring in terms of quality of adjustment, and we trust our sex-

independent results (supplementary material Figure A.2). However, a

replication study on a larger sample, differentiating between females

and males, would be of real interest, with the prospect of a more effi-

cient analysis and classifier due to more finely adjusted reference

scaling laws.

Lastly, choosing the scaling model and this “size-for-size” space

means not including the classical normative analysis “size-for-age,”
Again, we first ensured that there was no difference in mean age

between the groups (Table 1), and after adjusting for site and sex con-

founders, we found no effect of age, even with a rather biologically

accurate model preserving a possible interaction with age and qua-

dratic age (Giedd & Rapoport, 2010; Nardelli et al., 2011). This was

not surprising since in the age range we studied, long after the fast

growth of the first years of life and before significant adulthood

shrinking, the effect of age was expected to be negligible (Inkelis

et al., 2020; Jandeaux et al., 2019).
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4.4 | Anatomical considerations

In Schmahmann's original description of cerebellar anatomy

(Schmahmann et al. 1999) the lateral boundaries of the anterior ver-

mis were considered virtual; thus, the vermis is not individualized in

many current segmentation tools (Diedrichsen et al., 2009). Yet, other

neuroanatomical consensus atlases, such as the “Scalable Brain Atlas”
(Bakker et al., 2015), propose a delimitation of the whole vermis lat-

eral boundaries. Besides, the FASD literature suggests a predomi-

nantly sagittal involvement of the anterior cerebellum. That is why we

proposed a combination of the currently most accurate CERES lobular

segmentation (Romero et al., 2017) with a mono-atlas segmentation

of the vermis optimized by the SUIT cerebellar-dedicated spatial nor-

malization, which circumvented the lack of a completely validated tool

and met our requirements to individualize the whole vermis. Given

the manageable size of our cohort, systematic verification, and correc-

tion of lobar boundaries by an expert (JF) for obvious segmentation

errors ensured the anatomical reliability of the studied sub-volumes,

in particular when the anatomy was very abnormal (Figure 4c,d). In

this context, we were not able to corroborate our results with several

segmentation methods as others duly did (Biffen et al., 2020; Sullivan

et al., 2020; Sullivan, Zahr, Saranathan, Pohl, & Pfefferbaum, 2019),

which would have unrealistically required several combinations of

tools. Among the other choices related to cerebellar anatomy, we

found it unnecessary to perform a lateralized sub-volume analysis (left

and right comparison). The results of the lateralized analyses of Zhou

et al. (2018), confirmed by the asymmetry index study of Sullivan

et al. (Sullivan et al., 2020), did not suggest cerebellar volume asym-

metry in subjects exposed prenatally to alcohol. In the same spirit of a

parsimonious, anatomically accurate and power-optimized study, we

chose to work at the scale of the cerebellar lobes, not lobules, keeping

the possibility of verification and correction of the boundaries when

necessary. We also chose not to individualize the white and grey mat-

ter. In fact, the grey-white junction is sensitive to the configuration of

the T1 sequence, to the maturation effect of age until late adoles-

cence (Drakulich et al., 2021), and in any case, the cerebellar grey/

white boundary is not positioned at the same place in the different

cerebellar segmentations proposed for millimetric T1-weighted con-

ventional images.

4.5 | Other limitations

The retrospective design of our study led to the exclusion of a sig-

nificant number of potential subjects with FASD due to incomplete

data (supplementary material Figure A.1). However, it is important

to emphasize that brain MRI was systematically performed on

FASD-suspected subjects in the Robert-Debré reference center as

part of the recommended work-up, so there was no bias was

expected in terms of severity or type of subjects with FASD in our

studied population. In the diagnosis procedure, we also duly consid-

ered a “relevant” threshold of PAE (Cook et al., 2016; Hoyme

et al., 2016), even if we did not have retrospective access to

detailed timing and quantification. Therefore we were unable to

correlate our finding with the level of PAE (Jacobson, Jacobson,

Stanton, Meintjes, & Molteno, 2011; May et al., 2013). Another lim-

itation related to the retrospective construct of this study is that

MRI data were acquired in the context of clinical care, on a 1.5 T

imager, which may be seen as not optimum for brain imaging. This

is a grounded concern for a structure such as the cerebellum even

if it should be pointed out that 60% of participants shared the same

site and sequence, and that all sequences were high-quality milli-

metric IR-prep ultra-fast gradient echo sequences. One could also

question the fact that inferior parts of the cerebellum may have

suffered from a mild signal drop-off, not visible in quality-check

steps, that could have tempered with our ability to reveal a group

difference in this area. The last important methodological limita-

tion, which is often found in human studies on NDD, is the choice

of the control population. The comparison between subjects with

FASD and typically developing controls (no alcohol, no neurologi-

cal, psychiatric or learning condition) appears as a necessary step,

but to ensure a real specificity of any cerebellar phenotype in

FASD, it would be necessary to compare with a population of sub-

jects with a non-alcohol related NDD and/or a population of “small

brains” not related to alcohol (any type of microcephaly of paired

severity). Future studies consequently should focus on separate

female/male groups, use multiple segmentation tools, and compare

results with various samples of subjects with NDD or small brain

populations, as to the best of the authors' knowledge this has not

yet been proposed in other comparable studies.

5 | CONCLUSION

Our study is the first to consider allometric scaling to describe the cer-

ebellar damage in a large cohort of FASD, revealing an anterior-infe-

rior-posterior gradient of sensitivity to PAE both in hemispheres and

vermis. More informative than cerebellar undersizing alone, the intra-

cerebellar gradient could constitute an advance towards a first neuro-

anatomical signature of FAS to be searched in NS-FASD to try and

improve the specificity of the diagnosis.
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